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Mobility models Mobility models 

for for DTNsDTNs

�� (almost) Zero knowledge about future meetings(almost) Zero knowledge about future meetings

-- Random waypoint model, random direction model, Random waypoint model, random direction model, ……

-- Copies (not only forwarding) necessary to guarantee fast Copies (not only forwarding) necessary to guarantee fast 

delivery timedelivery time

��Complete knowledge about future meetingsComplete knowledge about future meetings

-- Deterministic singleDeterministic single--copy routing copy routing 

-- It is possible to apply standard algorithms for static It is possible to apply standard algorithms for static 

graphsgraphs
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Where we place Where we place 

ourselvesourselves

QuasiQuasi--deterministic mobilitydeterministic mobility

�� There is some information available a priori (e.g. a schedule)There is some information available a priori (e.g. a schedule)

�� But also some (small) noise affecting expected meeting timeBut also some (small) noise affecting expected meeting time

Complete 

knowledge

Zero

knowledge



A case study: A case study: 

a busa bus--based based dtndtn

�� Turin bus transportation systemTurin bus transportation system

-- about 60 scheduleabout 60 schedule--based bus linesbased bus lines

-- about 50 frequencyabout 50 frequency--based bus lines (up to 12 buses per hour)based bus lines (up to 12 buses per hour)

-- About 3000 bus stopsAbout 3000 bus stops

�� Route a message from a source to a destinationRoute a message from a source to a destination

-- using only bususing only bus--stop meetings (for which we have a schedule) and stop2stop stop meetings (for which we have a schedule) and stop2stop 
transferstransfers

-- target: maximize delivery probability target: maximize delivery probability 

•• by a given deadline Tby a given deadline T

•• with not too many copieswith not too many copies

�� What different from people routing?What different from people routing?

-- Messages cannot walkMessages cannot walk……

-- but can be duplicated but can be duplicated 
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The DTN graphThe DTN graph
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The corresponding line path:

• take the 1st bus of line 10 arriving at stop S0
• get off at stop S2
• take the 1st bus of line 55 arriving at stop S2
• get off at stop S4



Optimal Routing:Optimal Routing:

key issueskey issues
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��What noise looks likeWhat noise looks like

-- distributiondistribution

-- Temporal and spatial noise correlationTemporal and spatial noise correlation

•• nn11 correlated with ncorrelated with n22 (e.g. necessarily t(e.g. necessarily t11+n+n11≤≤tt22+n+n22
•• nn11 correlated with ncorrelated with n77 (e.g. if there is traffic nearby stop S(e.g. if there is traffic nearby stop S00))

��Max delivery prob. not equivalent to max a linkMax delivery prob. not equivalent to max a link--additive costadditive cost

-- No standard routing algorithmsNo standard routing algorithms



Bus movement noiseBus movement noise

��Look for known results in transportation networksLook for known results in transportation networks

-- ModelsModels

-- MeasurementsMeasurements

-- Traffic simulatorsTraffic simulators

��Look directly in real traces Look directly in real traces 



Bus movement noiseBus movement noise

��Look for known results in transportation networksLook for known results in transportation networks

-- ModelsModels

-- MeasurementsMeasurements

-- Traffic simulatorsTraffic simulators

The expert answer: The expert answer: ““Have you Have you googledgoogled it?it?””

��Look directly in real tracesLook directly in real traces

Provided by Turin transportation system (GTT) Provided by Turin transportation system (GTT) 



Turin tracesTurin traces

Average delay 

= -1 minute

Ask to GTT engineers: 

“There is probably a problem somewhere. 

Thanks to help us debugging the system”



Routing algorithmRouting algorithm

1.1. Find the vehicle path that maximizes the waiting time at each stFind the vehicle path that maximizes the waiting time at each stop op 
while respecting the deadline Twhile respecting the deadline T

-- similar to what we do when planning flight tripssimilar to what we do when planning flight trips

2.2. Estimate its delivery probabilityEstimate its delivery probability

-- assuming noise independence at different bus stopsassuming noise independence at different bus stops

-- P=(sP=(s00,e,e00,s,s11,e,e11,...s,...snn--11,e,enn--11,s,snn))

Prob{PProb{P is successful}= Prob{tis successful}= Prob{t0,10,1 ≤≤ tt0,20,2 ≤≤ tt1,11,1 ≤≤ tt1,21,2 ≤≤ …… ttnn--1,11,1 ≤≤ ttnn--1,21,2≤≤ T}= T}= 

= Prob{t= Prob{t0,10,1 ≤≤ tt0,20,2 } } ProbProb{ t{ t0,20,2 ≤≤ tt1,11,1 | t| t0,10,1 ≤≤ tt0,20,2 } } 

Prob{tProb{t1,11,1 ≤≤ tt1,21,2 | t| t0,10,1 ≤≤ tt0,20,2 ≤≤ tt1,11,1 }}……

ProbProb {t{tnn--1,21,2≤≤ T|tT|t0,10,1 ≤≤ tt0,20,2 ≤≤ tt1,11,1 ≤≤ tt1,21,2 ≤≤ …… ttnn--1,11,1 ≤≤ ttnn--1,21,2} } ≤≤
Prob{tProb{t0,10,1 ≤≤ tt0,20,2 } } ProbProb{ t{ t0,20,2 ≤≤ tt1,11,1} Prob{t} Prob{t1,11,1 ≤≤ tt1,21,2 }}…… ProbProb {t{tnn--1,21,2≤≤ T}T}

3.3. Evaluate if it can be useful to do a copy and where  Evaluate if it can be useful to do a copy and where  



Quality of Probability Quality of Probability 

delivery estimationdelivery estimation



Some simulation results Some simulation results 

on on turinturin networknetwork

Best line path
2nd best line path

Is it worthy to do multiple copies?



B75.*

A A MarkovianMarkovian model for model for 

Line path differencesLine path differences

�� Packet move along a path described by the state evolution of a MPacket move along a path described by the state evolution of a Markov processarkov process

-- Delivery time is time to absorption Delivery time is time to absorption 

�� Determine region of parameters (minimum travel times, connectionDetermine region of parameters (minimum travel times, connection times, bus times, bus 
frequencies and deadline) such that the second path can be worthfrequencies and deadline) such that the second path can be worthy to be exploitedy to be exploited

�� Check in which region Turin bus network is operatingCheck in which region Turin bus network is operating
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